Abstract Formatting Guidelines:

- One Abstract per meeting. Account name and presenting author must match.
- NO comments, text, or image boxes in the abstract.
- Paragraph breaks between title, author & institute, and abstract body
- Abstract body can be 500 words in length, please include authors and affiliations with the body of the abstract.
- Abstract title in sentence case.
- For Greek and Scientific Symbols (alpha, beta, gamma, etc.), use the Symbol option under the Insert tab in Microsoft Word (or equivalent option in other applications).
- All abstracts are reviewed by the meeting scientific organizers and acceptance is based on scientific content and relevance to meeting topics discussed in the program. Please review the other abstracts and the meeting program to ensure your abstract is within correct scope of meeting.

ABSTRACT EXAMPLE:

Bold Abstract Title in Sentence Case

Submitting Author must be underlined\textsuperscript{1,3}, Co-Author\textsuperscript{1,2}, Co Author\textsuperscript{2}, Co-Author\textsuperscript{1*}
\textsuperscript{1}Institute or Organization; \textsuperscript{2}Institute or Organization; \textsuperscript{3}Institute or Organization


(Please limit abstract to 500 words. Thank you.)